Sequence requirements for the stimulation of gene amplification by a mammalian genomic element.
HSAG-1 is a 3.4-kb genomic element from a human chronic lymphocytic leukemia--Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) hybrid cell line shown to stimulate the amplification of expression vectors in cis when transfected into a variety of cell lines [McArthur and Stanners, J. Biol. Chem. 266 (1991) 6000-6005]. Subfragments of HSAG-1 were tested for amplification activity by insertion into the vector, pSV2DHFR. The results suggest that multiple positive- and negative-acting elements were present that influenced amplification activity. The deletion of regions believed to contain positive-acting elements decreased or abolished the amplification stimulatory activity of the most active 1.45-kb fragment, supporting this hypothesis. The construction of composite sequences containing multiple positive elements and lacking negative elements, however, failed to enhance the activity; maximum activity was obtained only with the original intact configuration of elements. Two of two CHO HSAG-1-like elements tested had an activity equivalent to HSAG-1, while one of 24 random CHO genomic fragments tested had an activity as high as HSAG-1. The combination of sequence and structural features needed to affect the frequency of gene amplification may therefore be quite common in the mammalian genome.